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ENGLISH 085-71  COLLEGE READING   SPRING 2014 

        LISD   

 

Instructor:  Deborah Coons    Course day/time:  Mon.and Wed. 9:00-11:00 

Email:  coonsdeborahe@jccmi.edu      

 

Textbooks, Materials and Recommended Supplies: 

1.  Experience Reading 2 by Suzanne Liff & Joyce Stern ISBN 978-0-07-329239-7 

2.  The Other Wes Moore One Name, Two Fates by Wes Moore ISBN 978-0-385-52820-7 

3. Course Pack 

4. Highlighters 2 colors 

5. Sticky notes 

Note:  Please keep ALL papers, handouts and tests from this class until end. 

Classroom Environment: 

 Beverages are allowed in class. 

 Restroom breaks as needed-none during testing 

 Please turn off all tech devises-no texting during class 

 General attitude of respect for one another 

Course Objectives-The student will: 

1. Improve reading comprehension 

2. Expand vocabulary 

3. Write summaries demonstrating understanding of reading selections 

4. Create connection between texts and personal experiences 

5. Combine information from several sources 

6. Read for pleasure and information 

7. Demonstrate the use and application of several reading strategies including metacognitive 

processes 

These course components address and/or measure achievement of the above objectives: 

1. Nelson-Denny Reading Pre & Post Tests 

2. Active Reading Pages, Reflection Papers, Quizzes, Tests=80% 

3. Active Participation during class-20% 

(Grades posted on JetNet each week, please check your grade weekly) 
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Active Reading selections from a variety of sources will be assigned for in-class reading.  For 

each article, you will be asked to demonstrate your thinking, questioning, making connections, 

clarifying areas of confusion, and finally getting the big picture.  After reading each article, you 

will write a thorough, 15-line handwritten reflection to be scored. 

The Other Wes Moore  Response Guide-Used as small group assignment and sometimes an 

individual assignment, with discussion to follow.   These should be typed, single spaced, in font size 

12 and acceptable academic font such as Times New Roman. 

 

Vocabulary Log-For all assigned readings you will create a log of words you did not understand.  

Attempt to figure out word from the context of the article if that does not help find the 

definition and re-read the paragraph. 

Reflection Papers-Based on assigned readings. 

Quizzes-Over assigned readings – checking for comprehension of article.  Vocabulary quizzes 

from Experience Reading lessons 

Tests-Over Experience Reading chapters and Wes Moore book 

Attendance and Late Work: 

Attendance is extremely important to your success in this class and college.  Students who 

miss more than 5 classes generally are not successful in this class.  If you must miss a class, it is your 

responsibility to find out what you need to do to prepare for the next class.  Assignments will be 

posted on JetNet.   Late work will not be accepted, unless you have made arrangements with me 

ahead of time.  I suggest you meet a study buddy within the class to exchange information with. 

 

Academic Honesty Policy:  The JCC catalog states, “Academic honesty expected of all students.  It is 

the ethical behavior that includes producing their own work and not representing others; work as 

their own, either by plagiarism, or by cheating, or by helping others do so…Faculty members who 

suspect a student of academic dishonesty may penalize the student by taking appropriate action to 

and including assigning a failing grade for the paper, project report, exam of the course itself. 

Instructors should document instances of academic dishonesty in writing to the Academic Dean.” 

Assessing Your Reading Skill Progress: 

At the beginning and end of the semester you will take the Nelson-Denny Reading Test.  This is one 

way to determine whether you have achieved the level of reading comprehension necessary to 

succeed at JCC.  The other means used is your performance in class.  These two measures will be the 

indicators of whether you need to take a second semester of College reading.  One of your personal 

goals should be to read a lot and work hard in order to improve your vocabulary and comprehension 

test scores.  I can almost guarantee your scores will improve if you attend class regularly, spend six 
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hours per week doing outside-of-class work, complete all the assigned work, participate actively in 

class activities, and get assistance with any work you find confusing or difficult. 

 

A grade of 2.0 or better will be accepted as successful completion of the course.  Since this course is 

a prerequisite to other academic courses, a 2.0 is the minimum grade to exit.   

 

Grading Scale: 

Percentage Earned:  Grade: 

100%-93%   4.0 

92%-88%   3.5 

87%-83%   3.0 

82%-78%   2.5 

77%-71%   2.0 

70%-64%   1.5 

63%-56%   1.0 

55%-48%   0.5 

47%-0   0.0 

 

 

 

Special Notice: 

The instructor reserves the right to make changes to any and all aspects of the course.  This includes 

projects, exams, quizzes, course requirements, due dates, materials, reading assignments, etc., as 

needed, with or without prior notice.  Student’s best interest will always be a major consideration in 

making any changes. 
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Withdrawal: 

If you stop attending this course, it is your responsibility to complete the paper work for a 

“Withdrawal”.  Be sure to check with financial aid before withdrawing.  Please don’t assume if you 

quit attending class it will be understood you have withdrawn or quit.  Without a formal withdrawal, 

a grade will be given at the conclusion of the course, with or without your attendance.  Please keep 

in mind that a “W” is the same as 0.0 and may affect your financial aid, loans and or scholarships. 

Incomplete: 

90% of the course work must have been turned in for the instructor to allow an Incomplete in the 

course. 

Tutorial Assistance: 

Discussed in class 

Associate Degree Outcomes: 

The Board of Trustees has determined that all JCC graduates should develop or enhance certain 

essential skills while enrolled in the college.  The following Associate Degree Outcomes are 

addressed in this class, including: 

ADO 7  The ability to think critically 

In support of these guidelines, ENG 085 students will 

1.  Generate questions about texts before and while reading 

2. Identify impact of emotion on thought 

3. Distinguish between fact, opinion and inference. 

4. Recognize bias in a piece of writing 

5. Incorporate new knowledge with old. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flesch-Kincaid GE=10.1 


